MEGACITIES’ SOLUTIONS
FACING CLIMATE CHANGE

28 June 12:30-14:00
ROOM B - Voice of Cities VC-B5

Moderator: Eric HUYBRECHTS, Manager of International Affairs of INSTITUT PARIS REGION
Introduction: Brigitte BARIOL, secretary general of MTPA
Keynote: Didier VANCUTSEM, vice-president of IFLA-EUROPE

PANEL A

Keynote: Jordi VAQUER, secretary general of METROPOLIS
- Hitesh VAIDYA, director of National Institute of Urban Affairs of India, DELHI
- Burcu ÖZÜPAK GÜLEÇ, coordinator of Istanbul Planning Agency of GREATER ISTANBUL
- Cécile DIGUET, director of Urban Planning and Design of INSTITUT PARIS REGION
- Hélène CHARTIER, director of Urban planning and design of C40
- Hugo Isaak ZEPEDA, Coordinador General Internacional Urbano, Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, UNITED MEXICAN STATES

PANEL B

Keynote: Sena SEGEBDZI, Coordinator of the OECD Champion Mayors for Inclusive Growth Initiative of OECD
- Maria Mercedes JARAMILLO, secretary of Planning, Municipality of BOGOTA
- Gabriel LANFRANCHI, Urbplan / University of BUENOS AIRES
- Nicolas GHARBI, advisor of the Mayor of MADRID
- Henk BOUWMAN, Secretary General of METREX

CONCLUSION: Rafael FORERO, Policy, Governance and Metropolitan expert of METROHUB/UN-HABITAT